

Bio-Chips implantation booms in Britain

Britain, using various guises,  is apparently leading the road to implantation of bio-chips.  Bio-chips implanted in humans, we believe, will form the basic structure of the anti-christ’s numbering system the Bible predicts will be used in the end times (Rev 13:17)

Under a 1901 law, family cats, and dogs (including Seeing-Eye dogs) must be locked up in quarantine for their first 6 months in Britain in order to keep out rabid animals.  This of course effectively meant that tourists/short-term visitors cannot take their pets/guide-dogs along.  Now, Prime Minister Tony Blair, supposedly bowing to pressure from animal lovers, has agreed his government will ease the quarantine starting from next year - on two conditions: the pets must be fully vaccinated AND must be fitted with ID CHIPS in their ears (AFP July 23).

However, pets already (born and bred) in Britain are also required to have implanted bio-chip Ids, suggesting that the main issue is not quarantine but promotion of bio-chip implantation!  The guise in this case is apparently to prevent cruelty to animals.   According to Tony Crittenden, Chief Officer of Inspectorate of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, “There is clearly a need for animals to be microchipped so that pets are permanently linked to their owners.  That way, unscrupulous owners who commit cruel and barbaric acts of violence could be brought to justice”.  To this end, a National Microchipping Day was declared on April 24, with a microchip the size of a grain of rice (as we described in Vol 2 no 4) being injected into each animal by a veterinarian.  Thus both foreign pets coming short-term into Britain and those  resident in the country are to be microchipped for one reason or the other.

The trend here is clear, and typical of the moves of the New World Order (NWO) advocates.  First they introduce their technology with a “carrot”, encouraging people to participate willingly.  As we mentioned in previous editions, the call to microchipping pets used to be based on the need to track them down in the event of their being lost or stolen.  Obviously this was voluntary and supposedly a service to the pet owners.  The next stage adopted by NWO advocates is then the “stick” stage, where compulsory compliance is required, as now is the case for pet owners in Britain.  Any of the reasons being used to promote microchipping in animals can be validly applied to humans.  And they will be, when the antichrist is fully ready.

Microchip Implantation in humans is on-going.
Just in case somebody still thinks the idea of all humans being required to carry microchips under their skin as something for the distant future, we are constrained to tell such a one that the future is already here.  There are several examples of people already microchipped, and this is on-going.  For instance, according to WorldNetDaily Columnist Jon Dougherty (July 30), “The London Times reported in October 1998 that film stars and the children of millionaires are among 45 people, including several Britons, who have been approached and fitted with chips (called the Sky Eye) in secret tests”.  Also the May/June edition of Endtime magazine cited a similar implantation in the arm of Kevin Warmick, professor of cybernetics in the Reading University.  The antichrist is waiting in the wings and will introduce his mark at the allowed time.  Now we have a choice to go all out for Jesus Christ or hang around and face the hopeless forthcoming humanistic society.
Good Report
In the infamous April 20 school shooting at Littleton in the USA (see Vol 2 No 3), we have gathered that at least two of the girls mowed down by the satanically-inspired assassins were of outstanding Christian witness.  In actual fact, one of them Cassie Bernal was shot because she calmly answered in the affirmative, with a gun pointed at her head, that she believed in God. Her witness, even unto death, has not gone unnoticed however - even here on earth.  At her funeral, the Gideons International exhausted their stock of 10,000 Bibles within one hour.  In the neighbourhood, 1,000 youths have reportedly given their lives to Jesus.

Strange Report: Rick Joyner a Catholic Knight?

We find it very strange to learn that Pentecostal ‘New Wave’ leader and author of the best-seller “Final Quest”, Rick Joyner, had taken a knighthood from an ancient Catholic Order, known as the Knights of Malta.  Especially bizarre is the circumstances surrounding the knighthood of Joyner and his colleagues, including Mahesh Chavada, Ricky Shaggs, etc.  According to Joyner, “I wasn’t even going to do it.  I thought it was a great honour and all.  But, I just don’t join things like that...  Anyway, Paul Cain called me from Austria.  And said, you know, ‘Just tuned in on it,’....’you’re really supposed to do this thing’.  So I did and later some of the other guys...’ ‘They went on, made me a knight commander which gave me authority to knight others and then they made me something else, where I have authority over all the knights supposedly in the US..”.
The ‘New Wave’ charismatic movement led by Joyner plans to form a ‘Joel Army’ which will dominate the world in the coming millenium.  It treats with abject contempt any hope of the rapture or the existence of the antichrist as shown in the quote below taken from a publication of the New Wave movement, titled ‘Prepare for War’”
“The FAMC Apostolic team dispelled false theories about the anti-Christ boogie man and his Babylonian girlfriend.  The FAMC team reminded New York believers that allour enemies are under Christ’s feet.  Declaring there will be no escape theology for the Church.  The true Church has no desire to fly away” (Dec 5, 1998, FAMC Direction in Age of Confusion, New York).
Sadly, these pronouncements are all too-consistent with the plans of the One-World Government/One World religion advocates.  (See Video clip of gathering of all religious leaders to promote the One World religion idea in the Video, Countdown to Eternity, available at our Library).  The end-time battle is certainly growing in intensity. [Details on this article can be obtained from Pawcreek Ministries, website www.pawcreek.org, from where it was sourced].

Sad Report: The Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr George Carey has been quoted as saying that Christians cannot be sure that Jesus rose from the dead!  This is part of his Millenial “Jesus 2000" message. Said the Archbishop “I can tell you frankly that while we can be absolutely sure that Jesus lived and that he was certainly crucified on the cross, we cannot with the same certainty say that we know he was raised by God from the dead”.  Thus the Archbishop dealt a death blow to the singularly most important aspect of the Christian doctrine: the Resurrection and Life of Jesus Christ.   What then can we say is the fate of the faith of the over 70 million members of the Anglican Communion worldwide, who look unto Dr Carey for direction and guidance (in the light of 1 Cor. 15:14,17 - please read these verses)? 
 Meanwhile the Pope, head of the Roman Catholic Church [Editorial Board: can we estimate the strength of the Catholic Church and insert the figure here?] has also been quoted as saying there will be no burning in hell.  Affirming that there is hell, the Pope asserted that hell is merely “a state of mind”.
What do all these point at?  The “unity” of all religious faiths is now set to becoming a reality and the essentials of Christianity are being thrown overboard to facilitate ecumenicism.  Few people know that the United Religions Organization (URO) has already been formed, founded as a sister organization to the United Nations.  Thus the two organizations providing the basic structure for both the antichrist and the false prophet are already in place.  The website for the URO is www.unitedreligions.org, but it is still under construction as at press time.

Cuba for Christ
For the first time in 40 years, Christians in Cuba are being allowed to openly proclaim the Gospel in the public square.  Forty-nine Evangelical Churches in the Country, from different expressions of faith, combined forces together in the 2-month Evangelical Celebrations.  Fidel Castro was among the 120,000 people who gathered on the street of Havana to hear the Gospel on the final day of the celebration on June 20.

Damning, Deadly Data
> There are over 70,000 pornographic sites on the Internet.  These are increasingly being targeted at children.  It is strange that many people still fail to see the ugly dark hands of Satan in this sickening and perverse business.
> There are over 100,000 human embryos in frozen state in the United States alone.  It is incredible that Society still holds these as mere properties.  Recently, in July, a fertility clinic in England announced it was folding up, and that the thousands of unclaimed embryos in their stock will be destroyed.  The humanity of these embryos was clearly demonstrated in the case of the 14 yr old embryo that was thawed out and sucessfully implanted to give a normal healthy boy as we reported in vol [Editorial Board, please insert correct volume and no].  Recently Dr James Dobson’s Focus on the Family (USA) also featured a story where one of the frozen embryos was adopted by a couple, who later successfully gave birth to a beautiful girl, shown for the world to see in the TV studio.

>Aids

Persecution Watch :
Blasphemy Law Modified in Pakistan?  Mr Raja Zafar, Pakistan’s Minister for Religion and Minority said in a recent public statement that the government is considering modifications tothe Blasphemy Law which would safeguard minorities, particularly Christians.  This represents a softening of the government’s position on the law, which is often used to attack Christians with little or no evidence.  Please pray that Pakistani government leaders will repeal the Blasphemy law in Pakistan.

In Saudi Arabia, a Filipino Christian, employed in the country for the past 19 years was arrested by the Saudi “muttawa” (Islamic religious police) in late May for involvement in Christian activities.  The wife of Romeo Macabuhay, 46, told Compass from her home in the Phillipines that her husband was reportedly accused of being a Christian pastor and producing gospel tracts in Riyadh, capital of the strictly Islamic state.
In Sudan, ailing Sudanese Christian prisoner, Al-Faki Kuku Hassan was released from a Khartoum hospital in July, five weeks after a stroke left him partially paralyzed.  Hassan, a former Muslim sheik, was arrested and had been in jail for 14 months, on charges of apostasy for his 1995 conversion from Islam to Christianity.  We pray the Lord grants him speedy and full recovery.

Incredible persecution of Christians in Egypt
The report below, from the London Telegraph (Oct 25 1998) chronicled an incredible story of how Christians like any one of us are being treated just because of their faith in Christ Jesus, elsewhere on the African continent.
“Egyptian Christians have been subjected to horrific crucifixion rituals, raped and tortured by security forces during a crackdown on the ancient Coptic community according to international human rights and Christian groups.  Most Copts are too frightened to speak out about their plight.  But the local Bishop and two priests are now facing the death penalty for bringing the persecution to the attention of the world....
Over the last month, police have reportedly detained about 1,200 Christians in Al-Kosheh, near Luxor in Upper Egypt.  Seized in groups of 50 at a time, many were nailed to crosses or manacled to doors with their legs tied together, then beaten and tortured with elastic shocks to their genitals, while police denounced them as infidels.  An 11-year-old boy, Romani Boctor, was hung upside down from an electric ceiling fan and tortured as the fan rotated.  Young girls were raped and mothers were forced to lay their babies on the floor of police stations and watch police beat them with sticks...”
We think it’s ok if anyone feels like weeping for these sordid acts meted out unto our brothers and sisters in Christ.  Yes, go ahead and cry; but don’t just stop with crying.  Seek the Lord’s face to see how He would have you respond to these events.

The materials above were extracted from reports from the Voice of the Martyrs.  To learn more about the persecuted Church, contact the Voice of the Martyrs directly at ,P.O.Box 443, Bartlesville, OK 74005 , USA, website, www.persecution.com; or through us.

Quotes
“I was praying in a Church with 99 other believers.  The Islamic government soldiers (GOS) came and bolted the doors of our Church shut.  They then began to burn the Church down.  We could not escape.  I was the only one who survived”
Bro. Andre , a Christian in Turalei, Bangladesh in VOM, Jan 1999..

Marriage Tax in the United States
Married couples in the United States pay, on the average $1,500 more tax than they would pay if they were not married.  Pro-family Christian groups are referring to this situation as a ‘marriage tax’.  A recent newspaper report carried the story of a couple who reluctantly agreed to divorce because they feel that would ease their financial burden.

Middle East Peace: The die is cast

“I was not afraid to make war with the Arabs.  I will not be afraid to make peace with them”.  With these words, Israel’s new Prime Minister Ehud Barak confirmed our prediction (Vol ) that his impressive war credentials will be appealed to, in making painful and difficult concesssions,  in the on-going search for peace with the Arabs.  The rate at which the peace talks is going on is dazzling, with Ehud (meaning ‘lightning’) consulting with the Arabs a day after his official swearing in. He has now committed himself to seeking a comprehensive peace covenant, including so-called ‘final-status’ agreements, with the PLO within the next 15 months - or even less.  Though no-doubts formidable difficulties still lie ahead (it is not without any good cause that many believe it is impossible to have peace in the region), all indications is that the peace agreement will eventually be signed, on time. With strong commitment and support coming from the US president, due to vacate office February 2001, and no doubts anxious to share in the credit for a Middle East Peace accord; an anxious Arab community who has seen ‘peace’ coming within reach and yet remaining elusive for years; and a tired and divided Jewish nation, the signing of a treaty by the end of next year is as good as a foregone conclusion.  The whole world is waiting expectantly and eager to participate.
Why is the Middle East Peace accord so important?  First, it will be yet another ‘unbelievable’ Bible prophecy come true, in the same proportion as Israel’s return to Palestine in 1948 after a 2,000 years absence.  Secondly, according to the Bible, the man who will broker the peace treaty will be the ANTI-CHRIST. (Dan. 9:27).

3rd Temple Project: Meanwhile, efforts are in top gear for the preparations to build the 3rd Temple.  This is another ‘mission impossible’ prophecy indicated in the Bible.  Orthodox Jews believe that Temple has to be re-built in preparation for the Messiah, whose coming seems imminent to them (through signs and visions purportedly seen).  The problem is that the very site the Temple is expected to be built on is currently occupied by a Mosque - the 2nd holiest place in Islam, ranking next only to Mecca itself!
Groups assiduously working towards the 3rd Temple include Chair Vekaiyam (led by Yehuda Etzion) and the Temple Mount Faithful Organization.  On July 20, Israelwire reported that the activists had had  their first joint meeting in Jerusalem, few weeks previously,  to co-ordinate the launching of the Temple Treasury Project to raise funds for the building of the 3rd Temple.  Bible prophecy students generally hold it that the building of the 3rd Temple will be facilitated by the antichrist, and that the gesture will contribute to the realization of the tricky Middle East Peace ‘Final Status’ treaty.

TOPICAL ISSUE: Biometry - Linking the Plastic and the Mark

Our past two issues had highlighted the advent of the chip technology which has seen the old magnetic stripe card system being swept aside and replaced by one carrying a human implantable chip of practically limitless information storage capacity.  The chip is cropping up on both e-commerce cards as well as in general-purpose identity cards.  We then saw that the remaining step, the climax of the whole business will be the implanting of the chip on human beings, in fulfilment of the Scriptures concerning the antichrist.  The implantation of these bio-chips on animals continues to be one major way of softening the ground, ahead of human implantation (see related story on page ...).
Simultaneous in the ‘ground-breaking’ efforts preceeding the inevitable transfer of the chip to human’s foreheads and hands as the Bible clearly predicted would happen (Rev. 13:17), is the advent of the technique known as biometry.  Biometry involves measurements of some properties of the human body which can be used to identify each individual human being.  One of the commonest forms of biometry is fingerprinting, common in government official documents such as passports, driver’s licence, etc.  However, the human fingerprint is not really, truly unique and the chances of having 2 individuals with undistinguishable fingerprints is not insignificant.  Moreover, this form of identification has been tainted with its association with criminal investigations, etc.  Similar problems/limitations are associated with several of the other biometry methods, such as signatures/handwriting, facial features, voice prints, etc.  However, the Iris Pattern Recognition form of biometry  is currently making waves in technology.  In this method, unique identification of each individual is provided by the pattern in the iris of the eye. Whereas fingerprints contain 36 measurable identifiable properties, the iris pattern has 266.  The chances of the iris patterns of two individuals being identical is practically zero.  The method is also quite convenient to use.  The individual merely looks straight into a scanner, and the patterns of his iris are recorded in 3 seconds.  This is then stored and used in identifying the person, automatically any other time.
The technology has been in use for at least the past three years, but previously confined to the military and some private sectors.  Now, this year, it is being seriously marketed to the public, and it is destined to become common place by the beginning of next year - the famous year 2000.  Though current/potential applications include securing buildings, computers, internal networks or simplifying verification of passengers at airports, subways, train stations, etc; it is clear that the current major focus is in e-commerce.  For example in Texas (where George Bush jnr, top candidate for the US presidency in the coming election, is governor), several Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) have adopted iris-pattern biometry.  The customer simply walks to the machine and looks straight at it.  In 2 seconds, his iris pattern is automatically compared with the already-stored pattern, and pronto, he has access to his accounts and could withdraw money or make other transactions.  No passwords, no pin number, no signature, no questions!  Not surprising, the system is already garnering support everywhere.  In Britain, 91% of people polled said they preferred it.
However, we can be sure that the ultimate goal of biometry is merely to get people used to the convenience of simply walking up to machines and getting instant services without carrying cards or remembering one of the several numbers they have to carry about in memory for identity confirmation.  The superiority of the chip in actually storing tons and tons of data cannot in any way be contested by biometry.  In fact, biometry merely identifies and provides access to your data somewhere else, whereas, the chip carries all the data about you on itself.   The chip therefore promises a new kind of technology, superior in efficiency and operation.  Hence, little efforts will be required  to show the masses, already hooked on cardless service through biometry, that they can combine the benefits of biometry with their chip-based card simply by having the chip transferred from the card to their body.  This is in addition to other existing compelling reasons to implant the chip in the body (e.g.  to prevent identity thieving, loss/damage of the cards, etc) as we discussed in earlier editions. Clearly, when the time comes (and it surely can’t be long), few people will have any hesitation in applying for (voluntary) chip implantation; and they will have little choice anyway as all new technological designs will assume that all have been implanted.  We at Church Arise! do not expect the Church to still be around on earth by the time this comes into practice.  We would have been ‘caught-up’ to be with our Lord, Jesus.  The vessel is still boarding for those who will want not to miss the Rapture.
Box1 
Somebody might as well consider some of our news ‘alarming’.  We just wish to remind such a one that we did not create these events.  We only report them.  Whether our explanation of Jesus coming to take away His people before the fullness of the forthcoming catastrophes is found acceptable or not has nothing to do with the fact that these events are inevitable, and clearly imminent.  There is no other possible way of escape or hope other than in Jesus Christ, the Son of God (1 Jhn 5:5).  If you have not done so already, please turn to Him today while you still may.

Box 2
Most people have seen countless ‘end-of-the-world deadlines’ come and go that perhaps wisely, no matter how authentic and irrefutable yet another looming deadline might be, they prepare for life beyond that deadline!  Church Arise! has no deadlines to give.  In fact we consider such ‘date-setting’ as irrelevant and distractive.  What every reasonable person ought to do is to evaluate critically current world developments and plan for the future in the face of these rapidly unfolding events.  It shouldn’t take an honest fellow long to realize there is no future here in the coming arrogant man-made world order for a Christian.  Our total hope is in Christ Jesus and the Kingdom He promises (Jhn 14:1ff).   And this is not a matter of theology but plain reality.

Box 3: 
Therefore He says:
“Awake you who sleep,
Arise from the dead.
And Christ will give you light”
- Eph. 5:14

Nigeria falls for the Chip-Card

According to recent media reports cited on the Internet, the 2% or so of the  Nigerian population who do active business with banks are falling head over heel for the newly introduced ValueCard - a card that has a microchip embedded at the top left hand corner.  The report indicated that business men are heaving sighs of relief as the menace of armed robbers is being dealt with.  Like we wrote earlier, the promotion pitch for the chip-based card will be a carrot and stick affair, varying with the local environment.  Whatever the reason indicated, the direction of all monetary developments is clear - installation of a one world economy under a one world ruler - the antichrist.

US moves closer to national ID card
In our last edition, we discussed new trends in national identity cards and their implications.  National ID card may be on its way in one of the most unlikely places - the United States of America, where citizens are known to ‘worship’ their privacy and ‘personal liberties’.  We quote a recent report from Wired News (July 23):
“If Representative Lamar Smith has his way, your driver’s license will soon sport your Social Security number, whether you like it or not.  It may also include microchips encoded with your fingerprints and other personal data.  Government agencies will no longer accept as identification, licenses that don’t meet the new standards....” Since the same Mr Smith heads the subcommittee that will make recommendations to the House on the issue, the direction of things to come are pretty clear.  	A detailed report in the ENDTIME magazine (May-June),  had previously spelt out the implications of these developments.  The leading opposition figure in the House of Rep, Ron Paul was quoted as saying “under the current state of the law, [on Oct 1, 2000], Americans will not be able to get a job, open a bank account, apply for Social Security or Medicare, exercise their Second Amendments rights, or even take an airplane flight, unless they can produce a state-issued ID that conforms to the Federal specifications”.
Bible believing Christians in the US fear the proposed modified driver’s license will be a prelude to a National ID Card and thereafter a Global ID Card which will replace all other forms of identity including National Passports.  The new world order is only around the corner.

Y2K Bug Causes World-wide jitters:
The fear of computer systems crashing at the turn of the century, a few months from now, is causing jitters in several countries in the technologically-developed world.  Systems, heavily-dependent on computers - such as banks, communications, transportation, security, etc are susceptible to failure as non-Y2K compliant computer systems will make calculations using the year 1900 instead of the year 2000 with possible unpredictable consequences.  One would have thought that it is trivial to substitute non Y2K -compliant systems with new ones, but for societies that have been completely submerged in the use of computers, you just can’t be sure all the loopholes have been fixed - until the D-Day!  (For once, Nigeria and other technologically under-developed countries can rejoice in their ‘backwardness’).   The real problem may not be caused by computer failures, however.  The polls indicate that the masses are expecting problems and are trying to prepare for it.  For instance as much as 25% of people in a recent poll in the US indicated they will withdraw extra cash in case of problems at the bank.  Such a large withdrawal itself is sufficient to adversely perturb a delicate ‘technical’ economy.  Even robbers are reportedly preparing for this day of booty when communication systems might just fail to work as expected!
But all these are not mere conjectures.  The Ottawa Citizen of July 26 reported the disruption of over 9000 PrimeLine customers telephone lines in Ontario, as Bell Canada performed a Y2K program test to ascertain its readiness for the year 2000.  Will it ever be ready?
Meanwhile, several countries are establishing Y2K Command Centres, at considerable costs, to co-ordinate expected problems on the issue.  Apart from the International Y2K Cooperation Centre set up by the United Nations and the World Bank, Japan and the United States are two nations with their own Centres.  In the US, legislation protecting computer makers from possible law-suits have also been enacted.

Free sex-change operations in Britain
In Britain, a Court has ruled that the so-called trans-sexuals, people who claim they feel as if they belong to the opposite sex, are to be ‘treated’ for this their peculiar “illness”.  Treatment is not some psychological therapy, but surgery to change their sex.  The $13,000 (N1.3 million) operation is to be paid for by tax payers.

